ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a versal germ of deformations for elliptic pseudogroup structures on compact manifolds. Under suitable restrictions, the versal germ is shown to be universal.
Introduction. Kodaira and Spencer initiated the theory of deformations of compact complex manifolds in 1958 [7] , [8] . The existence problem was solved soon after by Kodaira, Nirenberg and Spencer [8] , [9] , under the assumption that the cohomology group H2(M, 8) = 0, where 8 = sheaf of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of the complex structure i.e., 8 = sheaf of germs of holomorphic vector fields on M. The parameter space for deformations, in the Kodaira Spencer theory, is an open neighborhood of zero in HX (M, 8) .
In 1962, Kuranishi succeeded in removing the restriction H2(M, 8) = 0, but only at the cost of admitting an analytic variety in Hl (M, 8) as parameter space. That is, Kuranishi proved the existence of a versal (complete) germ of deformations of an arbitrary compact complex manifold. He presented a new and simplified proof for this theorem at the Minnesota Conference in 1964 [12] . A detailed version of the new proof with some improvements has appeared in [13] .
In the meantime, Spencer in his fundamental papers [20] , [21] laid the foundations for a general theory of deformations. The existence theorem (for elUptic transitive pseudogroups) generalizing the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem for complex structures has recently been proved by Malgrange [15] .
The aim of this paper is to show that Kuranishi's method of proof can easUy be generalized in the context of Spencer's machinery to give an existence theorem for versai germs for elliptic pseudogroup structures on compact manifolds. In this, Malgrange's theorem plays a crucial role. Roughly speaking, the main theorem is: Let M be an m-dimensional compact C°° manifold without boundary. Let T(ROT) be an elliptic transitive pseudogroup on Rm, and let M. be a T(Km) structure on M. Then, there exists a versal germ of deformations ofM0. The parameter space for the versal germ of deformations is an analytic variety in 771 (M, Inf) where Inf is the sheaf of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of the r(Rm) structure M0. If H2(M, Inf) = 0, then the parameter space is an open neighborhood of 0 in 771 (M, Inf) and the versal famüy is effective at the origin. We also prove in this paper that, under additional conditions, the versal famUy we construct is actually universal. Que, using the machinery of groupoids, proved the existence of a versal famüy for analytic elliptic pseudogroups [17] .
In §1, we review very briefly Spencer's machinery. A definitive version of this is now avaUable [11] , and the reader is referred to it for the detaUs. In §2 we introduce deformations of pseudogroup structures and the notion of infinitesimal deformations. FinaUy, in §3, we prove the main theorems.
1. Review of the machinery. In this section we very briefly recaU facts about the Spencer resolutions for a system of partial differential equations on a manifold M, and establish the notation that we shall use throughout the paper.
M wiU always denote a compact, C°° manifold (without boundary) of dimension m. Unless otherwise specified, everything wiU be C°°. T and T* wUl denote the tangent and cotangent bundles of M respectively; JkT wiU denote the kth jet bundle associated to T. Let Rk C JkT be a formaUy integrable, regular system of Lie equations on M. (For the definitions see [11] , [15] , [23] , [25] .) [Let T(M) be a transitive continuous Lie pseudogroup on M of order k. Then the de-• fining equations for the T(M) vector fields on M are of this type [5] .] Let Inf be the sheaf of solutions of the equation Rk. Spencer has constructed the complexes [11] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [25] I,: 0 -» Inf-^ C,°Rfc -^ C/Rk -^-^CTRk -0, / > k, where CfR*. = R; = sheaf of sections of R¡ the (/ -k)th prolongation of Rk; for p > 1 the Cf Rfc are locally free sheaves (hence the sheaves of sections of vector bundles over M) the 73's are linear first order differential operators and, for / G Inf, j¡f is just the /th jet of /. This complex has the following properties.
(1) For / large enough (in the stable range) the cohomology of I¡ is stable (independent of /), and if the original system Rk is eUiptic, so is the complex Ir
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) 0 -► Inf-^CX -^ C¡Rk is exact. (3) There is a bracket operation on ®p^0CpRk which makes it into a graded Lie algebra sheaf. Moreover the bracket, [, ] , has the following properties.
(a) D [u, v] [u,Dv] fovuECr, Rk, vECfRk. (b) [u, v] = (-1)"+x [v,u] , u E C¡Rk, v E CstRk. (c) The Jacobi identity: (-iyr[u, [v,w] ] + (-iyq[v, [w,u] ] +(-l)qr[w, [u,v] ] -0 foi uECfRk, vECqRk, wECr¡Rk.
We now introduce a nonlinear complex which is a finite form for the initial portion of the linear complex. Briefly, the construction goes as follows: Let C°°(M) be the sheaf of germs of local C°° maps of M into itself, and Aut M the sheaf of germs of local C°° diffeomorphisms of M. Let We list the foUowing facts. and Vx(uF) = Ad F(Vxu).
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The last relation shows, in particular, that u satisfies the integrability condition Vxu = 0 <* uF satisfies the integrability condition.
FinaUy, we introduce one more operator as foUows. Let {vt} be a differentiate «-parameter famUy of sections of C¡Rk with u0 = 0. Define Dt: CpRk -* CP¡+ Rk by Dtu = Du - [vt, u] . It is easüy seen that (Dt)2 = 0 *> Vxvt = 0.
The differential operators D, V, Vx are restrictions to the complexes I¡, N¡ of differential operators on the corresponding complexes for vector bundles [11] , [25] . We have occasion to use this fact in the proof of Proposition 3.5. It is clear from the context there that we are considering D as such a restriction.
We mention here in passing that Spencer's machinery has its most natural interpretation in the context of derivations of vector valued differential forms [11] . The structure of such derivations has been worked out by Henrich and
Nickerson [6] , [16] .
2. Deformation of pseudogroup structures [5] , [11] [10] , [19] , [24] .) Let M¿ = (M, s0 ) be a T(Rm) structure on M. The local automorphisms of the structure form a pseudogroup on M which we denote either by T(M0) or T(M, s0). Any pseudogroup so induced is locally equivalent to T(Rm). Hence, the pseudogroups associated to any two T(Rm) structures are locally equivalent.
In the sequel we shaU be considering families of T(Rm) structures on M, parametrized by analytic varieties. Let IV C R" be an open set, and let S be an analytic variety in W. Let Sr be the set of regular points of S. (By analytic variety we mean the set of common zeros of a finite number of analytic functions.) Definition 2.2. Let S be an analytic variety and let F: S -* Rk be a map. (2) for each fixed t, the coUection {H^,} defines a T(Rm) structure onTli. The T(Rm) structure defined by the coUection {£"} is labeUed Tkff. Hence, we obtain a C°° famüy of T(Rm) structures on M, {Ms, s G S}. Let s0 G 5 be a distinguished point; then a famüy {Ms,sGS) of T(Rm) structures with parameter space S is caUed a famüy of deformations of the structure M . If M0 is a fixed T(Rm) structure onM, then a famüy of deformations of M0 with parameter space S is a famüy of T(Rm) structures {Ms, s G S) such that there exists a distinguished point s0GS with Af = Tkf0. We then say that {Ms, s G S) is a C°°f amüy of deformations of Tl/0 over (5, s0) . From now on, we assume that I\Rm) is elliptic and that we are working in the stable range. Let M0 -(M, s0) be a T(Rm) structure on M, and let Inf be the sheaf of germs of T(M¿) vector fields on M, i.e., Inf is the sheaf of germs of infinitesimal automorphisms of M0. We then have the linear and nonlinear complexes
The basic existence theorem is the following Theorem 2.1 (Malgrange [15] ). xYT (Rm) Now, let vt be a parametrized family of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrability condition Vxvt = 0 for each t, and with vt = 0. Then, for t close to t0, vt is a section of (5/ Rk ° and hence we obtain a C°° family {Ff a} of sections of K¡(r(M0)) over { C/a}such that for each t, Fta o F~"l = jjt a& for ftaß G r(M0). The coUection of pairs { Ua, Ffa}then defines a C°° deformation of the T(Rm) structure MQ. We shall now prove the converse, namely that every germ of deformations of M0 is given by a collection of pairs {Ua, Ft a] such that for each t and Uan Uß nonempty, Ff a ° F~ßx = j¡ft aß for some ft aß E T(M0). Proof. Since TI7 is compact, there exist an open S" C S, s0 G S" and a finite coUection {UpJ <¿>íjP.} where the famüy {Up } coversM, and the local diffeomorphisms <p are defined for each sGS".
For each x G M and s G S", define ?/*•*> = P,(MS)X-We first show that P¡ = U sgs"-xbm^¡X'S^ is a principal fibre bundle over M x S". It clearly suffices to establish local triviality over sets of the type Up. x S". This is immediate since the rnaps/,^ define an isomorphism of PI(MS)\U with PjíMq)^ ^v y Now any point s G S has an open neighborhood which is contractible (in S) to s. Moreover, the contraction can be made C°° at the regular points and continuous at the singular points (personal communication, John Mather). In particular, there is an open neighborhood S' of s0 which is contractible to s0. Then, standard methods in the theory of fibre bundles show that P¡(Mf) and P¡(M0) are isomorphic for s G S'. Q.E.D.
We have actually shown more than the statement of the proposition. We have shown that for each s G S', there exists an isomorphism Gs-P¡(M0) -*■ P,(Mf) (once a C°° contraction of S' is chosen) and what is more, the famüy {Gs} isC~inS.
We thus obtain a famüy of isomorphisms Gs: P,(M0) -* P,(MS) for s G S'. Recall that we have a finite coUection of pairs {Up ,ipsp.)on the compact manifold M. Define Fsp. on Up. by Fsp. = j,^p.° Gs. Then, Fsp. o Fj^ = iJs p p wnere fs ppG r(M0) as an easy computation shows. Hence, for a compact manifold M we have shown that given a C°° family {Ms, sGS) of deformations of M0 over (S, s0), there exists an open neighborhood 5' of s0, such that {Ms, s G S'} is given by a finite collection of pairs {UpJ F^p}, where the Fjp.
are sections of K¡(r(MQ)) over Up_. We can now state the main theorem.
Main theorem. Let M be a compact C°° manifold without boundary of dimension m. Let T(Rm) be a continuous, transitive, elliptic Lie pseudogroup of order k<°°. Let M0 be a T(Rm) structure on M. Then there exists a versal germ of deformations ofMQ.
In §3 we shaU use Hodge theory to construct a parametrized famüy {vt} of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabUity condition and with u0 = 0. Since for t smaU, vt is a section of C/ Rk °, Malgrange's theorem then gives us a family of deformations of M0. We finally show that this family is versal.
We have seen that given a C°° family of deformations of M0 over (S, sQ), there exists a famüy of pairs { U , ips } where U is an open set containing p and ysp is a local diffeomorphism of Up. This map can obviously be described in the following way. Let v E TSQS, and let 7(f) be a C°° curve in S with 7(0) = s0 and dy(t)ldt\t=0 = v. Let { Up, V7(f)jP} be the family of pairs with the local diffeomorphisms \ps p restricted to 7(0-Then, *7(0.p ° fyVU = fy(t)'.pq and for any x e Up n Uq' ^ maP fy(t),pq(x) defines a C curve on M with fy(o),pq (x) ~ x-^en *P<7(")=57(/7(,),p(i)lr=o-
In this way, we obtain a vector field (keep v fixed and vary xEU <~\ Uq) defined on UpnUq. Since/7(f)p<? G r(A/0), the vector field 8pq is a section of Inf. It is easy to check that the cohomology class of the collection {0 }in HX(M, Inf) is independent of the choices made and is well defined. Hence, the map dgpq: TSQS -+ TJA induces a map pM: TSQ -* xY1^, Inf). We shaU show that the versal famüy we construct is effective when s0 is a regular point. 3. Proof of the main theorem (following Kuranishi [12] , [13] ). We shall assume known the basic facts of the Hodge theory for elliptic complexes. Readers who are unfamiliar with this may refer to [13, pp. 69-78] for a brief summary.
From now on M0 is a fixed T(Rm ) structure on the compact manifold M, I is in the stable range and C*Rfc ° is identified with the sheaf of germs of sections of the vector bundle C,*/?"°. Recall that C^0 = R^so that CfR™0 =RM°.
I,: 0 -M-± C?Rf° ■£»C/R?° -*♦••• -*. C?<0 -0 is a fine resolution of the sheaf Inf. We let C°°(C*Rk °) denote the space of sections of the vector bundle C*Rk °. We introduce metrics on these vector bundles, and let D* be the formal adjoint of 7) with respect to these metrics.
We obtain the complex
C~(C°F?°) -£* C~(CJRMo) -^-^ C~(CM°).
We let n=DD* +D*D be the Laplacian. We let H* denote the space of harmonic sections, TiH: C°° ( is an open cover forM, and by restriction, we obtain the coUections of sections {Ffß) and {F2ß) where VF\ß = vx and VF2 0 = v2. The collection of local diffeomorphisms {/f3} on the open cover {Waß) defines the T(Rm) structure Mx .associated to vx. Simüarly, the coUection of local diffeomorphisms {f2ß) on the open cover {Waß) defines the T(Rm) structure M2 associated to v2. Since vx and v2 define equivalent T(Rm) structures, there exists a global diffeomorphism/: TI7->M such that the collection {ffß ° f) defines a T(Rm) atlas for the structure M2 associated tou2.
FinaUy, we define covers forM as follows: 1. Consider/"1^), aGA,ßGB andletWaßy5 =Waßnf-1(Wy5),a,y GA,ß,8GB. Then the coUection {Waßy8), a, y G A, ß, 8 G B covers M. 
Hence, the coUection {Faßy } defines a global section. An easy check shows that this section covers the global diffeomorphism /. Hence the section is admissible.
Q.E.D.
Let rts) be the global sections of C] Rk ° that we constructed. The <p(s) are integrable and in addition satisfy the condition D*rts) -0 for each s. Let co(r), t G T, be any other famüy of global sections of Cj Rk ° satisfying the integrabUity condition, and such that a>(0) = 0. By the previous proposition, we need to find an open neighborhood 7/ of 0, and a famüy F(t), t ET, such that F(0) = Id and (u(t))F^= Ad F(t)(u(t)) + VF(t) = y(s(t)) where s(t) means that s is a C°° function of t.
Recall first that associated to T(M0) we have the principal fibre bundles P¡(M0) with structure groups Gv Let T(P¡(M0)) be the tangent bundle of P¡ (M0) and let ¥(P¡(M0)) C T(P¡(M0)) be the vertical vectors. Then we have the short exact sequence of vector bundles over Af [1] 0 -F(P,(M0))/G; -T(Pl(MQ))lGl -T(M) -0.
A splitting of this sequence is a connection on P¡(M0) and defines an isomorphism
R¡ °<is isomorphic to T(Pl(MQ))jGl and T(P¡(M0))IG¡ is a bundle of Lie algebras over M, with fibre g; the Lie algebra of G¡.
Let % be a global C°° section of RM°. Then, f » (fj, £2) with ^ a global section of V(Pl(M0))jGl and £2 a vector field on M. Since the fibre of F(PI(M0))lGl can be identified with g¿, the usual exponentiation in Lie groups followed by left multiplication defines an isomorphism of fibre bundles e^j): P¡(M0) -*Pl(M0). Now we fix a metric onM. For %2(x) E TX(M), consider the geodesic starting out at x and with tangent vector %2(x) at x. Let p be the end point of the geodesic at time 1. Let e(%2)(x) = p. For smaU £, e(|2) is a diffeomorphism of M onto itself. Then, the connection on Pt(M0) (induced by the splitting of the short exact sequence) allows us to lift <?(|2) to a fibre bundle map e(£2): P,(M0) -*■ P,(MQ). Define F(£): P,(M0) -> P,(M0) as the composite, E(%) = e~(%2) ° e,(%x). F(£) is a bundle map over the diffeomorphisme(c;2). It is now clear that the famüy tp(s) of deformations of M0 is versal. For let co(f) be a famüy of global sections of CJRk ° satisfying the integrabüity condition and with co(0) = 0. Then, by the proposition above, if co(t) is sufficiently smaU in the Sobolev g-norm, there exists a unique £(w(f)) such that z)*((co(0r7(f(a,(i)))) = o. Hence, F(|(co(f) )) is the global famüy F(t) that we were seeking.
We have the coroUaries: Corollary 1. IfHx =0, then the T(Rm) structure M0 is rigid.
Proof. The versal famüy consists only of the element MQ.
Corollary 2. Let <xxV) be the versal family constructed above. Then there exists a neighborhood U of zero in C°°(CJR k °) in the Sobolev q-norm for q large, such that if<p(s0)E U, then v?(s) is a versal family of deformations oftp(sQ) (that is, of the T(Rm) structure defined by ^(s0)).
Proof. Let co(r), t E T, be a famüy of global sections of CJRk °, satisfying the integrabüity condition and with u(0) = v(s0). u(t) defines a deformation of the T(Rm) structure defined by v?(s0). Let U be the open neighborhood of zero in C"(CJRk °) constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.2, and assume that </>(s0) G U. Then for smaU t, «(f) G U. Hence, for smaU enough t, there exists a unique %(i) such that 7J)*((co(0)£'a(i))) = 0 and ?(0) = 0. Hence, E(%(t)) defines an equivalence of u(t)) with rts(t)) (in the sense of T(Rm) structures) and £(£(0)) = Identity. This proves that rtß) is versal for rtso)-Q-E.D.
We want to show now that the versal famüy rtß) lhat we have constructed is effective at the origin. Let Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show the foUowing: Let 7(ix) be a C°° curve in T starting at t0, and such that 7'(")lu=o = vThen dr(y(u))ldu \u=0 = dr(v). Let cj(j(u)), vKjCK"))) be global sections of Cj Rk ° defining deformations along the curves y(u) and r(7(zx)) respectively. Then we need to show J;co(7(«))L=0 = £V(r(7("))) |u=0 On xY1 (M, Inf)).
Since the deformations are equivalent, there exists a parametrized famüy Fy^ of admissible global sections of K¡(r(M0)) such that Ad F7(u)(co (y(u))) + VFy(u) = tp(T(y(u))) with Fy{0) = Id.
We need to show that |(Ad Fyiu)(u(7(u))) + VFy(u))\u=0 = £o*M)\um0 class of ¿k (Ad F7(u)(cj(7(u))))|u=0 = class of ^cü(7("))|u=0-But, £(AdF7(u)(co(7(«))))|u=0 = (ad {íFy(u)) LJ (wW0))) + Ad F*o)(á"M"»)Uo where ad is an infinitesimal form of Ad; see Kumpera and Spencer [11] . But, w(7(0) Proof. Proposition 3.5 implies that H*(C*Rk°) <* H*(C*Rk') ^H*(M, Inf» where the second isomorphism is obtained from the fine resolution of lnft. Now, since M is compact, for small t, the complex (SG); is an elliptic complex, since it is a smaU deformation of the eUiptic complex (SQ? which is the usual linear com- their completions. Let f: X --*■ Y be continuously differentiable in a neighborhood ofOEX, and let df\0 be a toplinear isomorphism. In addition suppose f satisfies the following property: {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in X converging to xEX -Xand {/(x")} is Cauchy in Y => {/(x")} converges toyEY-Y.
Then, fis invertible in a neighborhood of zero.
Applying this proposition, we see that there exists an open neighborhood U' of zero in C°°(C°Rk °) such that for every <p G U', there exist axsEH^ and a unique r¡s G W, where W C x//° is sufficiently small in the Sobolev q-norm such that E(<p) = Expfx,) ° E(r¡s). Then, Step 1 in our proof implies that if F is small enough F = Exp(x,) ° E(rjs). Define %s = Ad G(s)~x(xs). This proves our theorem. Q.E.D.
